Fitting Instructions for HID H1 Kit:
Part Number H160-K12V, H160-K24V, H142-K12V, H142-K24V

Caution: If not experienced with vehicle wiring we recommend all work should be carried out by a qualified automotive electrician.
When fitting the HID kit always observe safe work practices. Please note during operation the HID kit produces high voltages
that can be dangerous. When working on the HID kit, power must be disconnected at all times.
HID lighting is approved for off-road use only. Please check on your state legislation before fitting to your vehicle.
Fitting an HID kit to a vehicle:
1.	Obtain access to the original H1 vehicle light globes and remove. Replace globes with the HID globes.
Note: Do not touch the globe glass with bare fingers.

2.	Refit any rubber boots or seals around the H1 HID globe.
3.	Locate a suitable position to mount the ballast and black igniter, and mount using double sided tape, acid free silicone,
the mounting straps provided or cable ties.
4.	Connect the bulbs to the ballast harness making sure the safety clips on the connectors are fully locked.
5.	Connect the blue cable to the positive supply on the headlight plug.
6.	Connect the black cable to the negative supply on the headlight plug.
7.	Ensure all wires are free and not pinched, then check the colours and polarity are all correct.
8.	Connect the black two-pin plug to the red two-pin ballast connector making sure the safety clips on the connectors
are fully locked. Then test lights for operation.
Fitting a HID kit internally to an auxiliary driving or work light:
See reverse side for special instructions for Rallye 4000 conversion.

1.	Disconnect lamps from power supply. Dismantle the light observing how all components fit.
Remove the standard H1 globe and fit the HID globe.
2.	Locate a suitable position for securing the silver ballast and black igniter.
3.	Before securing, make sure the lamp can be assembled and that all cables are free and not pinched.
Also check the HID globe is free from hitting the housing or any other components.
4.	Secure the ballast and igniter to the housing using 3M stick-on velcro or double sided tape.
Acid free silcone may also be used to secure the ballast and igniter. Please allow time for the silicone to cure before use.
5.	Connect the bulbs to the ballast harness making sure the safety clips on the connectors are fully locked.
6.	Connect the black two-pin plug to the red two-pin ballast connector making sure the safety clips on the connectors are fully locked.
7.	All Hid lamps require very good voltage supply to the ballast and igniter, during the start-up phase.
Failing to do so will cause misfiring and damage to the ballast system and void your warranty.
It is mandatory that the positive and negative connections be made directly to this harness using very good quality
insulated crimp connections. This can be done by running the positive and negative connections through the lamp and
making the connections at the rear of the lamp. It is not recommended to use the standard connections through the lamp
as they often cause voltage drop due to bad connections.
8.	Assemble the light using the reverse of the dismantling procedure making sure that all cables are free.
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Hella Rallye 4000 HID Conversion

Fitting a HID kit internally to a Hella Rallye 4000 driving light:
The instructions are as per the ‘Fitting a HID kit internally to an auxiliary driving or work light’, as seen on reverse side
with the following additions or inclusions.
Hella Rallye 400 HID conversion special notes:
•

Due to very small clearances the components must be mounted as per the diagram below.
The last groove on the side of the ballast must line up with the centre of the face plate mounting hole.
As highlighted with a red arrow on the diagram.

•

The smooth surface of the ballast must face outwards, as per diagram.

•

The rough epoxy surface of the igniter must face outwards, as per the diagram.

•

All HID lamps require very good voltage supply to the ballast and igniter during the start-up phase.
Failing to do so will cause misfiring and damage to the ballast system and void your warranty.
The HID harness should be run through the lamp and connected externally.

•

To run the harness through the lamp on the Rallye 4000, firstly remove the exiting positive and negative wires form
the lamp ( see picture ). Remove the rubber grommet from the HID harness using side cutters or alike (be careful do
not cut/nick any of the cables). Cut the two crimp terminals from the harness. Looking at the inside of the lamp, the
plastic terminal block has a spare hole in the terminal block in the middle (see picture). Drill a 6.5mm or ¼ inch hole
through the plastic connection plug and run the harness out of the lamp. Seal the hole at the point where the wires
exit the lamp with silicone. Connect the blue wire to positive and the black wire to negative using quality insulated
crimp connections.

•

Your HID conversion is ready to operate.

WARNING: Wiring HID kit via
the original Hella connector
may cause voltage drop and
subsequent damage to the
ballast unit voiding warranty.

Remove original
Hella positive
and negative wires

Drill a 6.5mm or ¼” hole
through the centre of plug.
Pass blue & black ballast
wiring through hole and
connect directly to driving
light wiring harness.
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